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Domain Engineer – Hardware Market Rail Location

Izegem, Belgium

We’re looking for a curious Test Infrastructure Engineer

At Televic GSP we are dedicated to providing innovative and reliable . With over 35 years of

experience in the rail industry and in close cooperation with our customers, we design,

produce, and maintain all of our products and solutions. We are proud to say that you will

find our technology onboard over 60,000 vehicles worldwide.

But for that technology to enable our customers to excel, we need a curious test

infrastructure engineer Why curious? Because curiosity not only makes for better teamwork,

it also creates new insights and possibilities. Besides that, technological leadership and

innovation drive everything that we do. So get on board with us and discover the rail

communication technology of tomorrow.

ARE YOU...

Curious about the rail business?

Interested in testing our new products?

And eager to work for an international organization that is in  full expansion  ?

Working as a Test Infrastructure Engineer

You are responsible for the translation of the project system architecture into an electrical

wiring diagram.
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You collaborate with our system quality engineers to define the project test infrastructure.

You are responsible for ordering, building and maintaining the test infrastructure

You come up with ideas and proposals to automate the test infrastructure and to define

the test infrastructure of the future.

You collaborate with the colleagues of our Berlin office to find synergies and best practices.

Professional skills we’re looking for:

You have a strong affinity with electronics and testing and have strong technical mindset;

You hold a bachelor’s degree in industrial engineering ( electronics, electromechanics)

A first work experience is a plus, but we also encourage juniors to apply

You have excellent knowledge of English.

But our ideal candidate also: 

Is also hands on, has excellent problem-solving skills.

Is a team player with strong interpersonal competencies who looks forward to joining our

R&D team and becoming a single point on testing infrastructure.

Is excited to get started with (testing of) our new Rail products.

What’s in it for you?

A full time contract (38 hour week) at a company that has international success, but

remains solidly rooted in Belgium as it keeps on growing;

An attractive salary, supplemented with our personalized Televic Bonus Plan as well as legal

benefits;

The chance to work on “state of the art” projects in a market that represents sustainability;

An environment driven by teamwork and the constant will to innovate;

The chance to deliver quality, because that’s what we stand for;

A stimulating, no-nonsense mentality, with an eye for your unique talents and growth.
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